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INTRODUCTION 
Interaction of genes at different loci are understood as epistatic effects. When breeds are 
crossed, genes find themselves having to interact/cooperate with other genes which they are 
not used to. Crossbred animals may be out of harmony, and epistasis, if important, is a 
negative effect (Kinghorn, 1993). Opposite additive, dominance and epistatic effects may 
reduce significance of their resultant, producing an "epistatic nullification" phenomenon. 
 

Long term selection within a breed can increase frequencies of non-allelic genes that jointly 
produce favorable extra effects. Recombination of these linked or associated genes, due to 
crossing over which characteristically occurs in the first division of meiosis, in gametes from 
crossbred animals reduce the joint frequencies of these parental clusters. Epistatic effects may 
be the reason for the reduced use of crossbreeding amongst Bos taurus dairy breeds. 
 

If consideration is limited to two loci, there is a total of nine types of epistatic effects and 
simplest ones are: two genes at two loci (additive by additive) and a single gene at one locus 
and a gene pair at a second locus (additive by dominance). If consideration is extended to three 
or more loci, then number and kind of possible epistatic effects increases rapidly and genetic 
models are of purely theoretical interest. Loss of beneficial epistatic effects in F2, backcrosses 
and synthetic populations, lead to the expectation of lower performance than would be 
predicted solely from the additive-dominance model (Cunningham, 1987).  
 

Dickerson (1973) introduced the term "recombination loss" to measure deviations from linear 
association of heterosis with degree of heterozygosity and it describes “the average fraction of 
independently segregating pairs of loci in gametes from both parents which are expected to be 
non-parental combinations”. Kinghorn (1980) defined "epistatic loss" as “proportional to the 
probability that two non-allelic genes in the diploid individual are of different breeds”. 
 

Results from Arthur et al. (1999), Fries et al (2000) and Piccoli et al. (2002) have shown that 
when comparing genotypic and benchmark (additive and heterotic effects) models, a 
significant lack-of-fit exists in the latter. Epistatic effects, when added to the benchmark 
model, provided a sufficient and parsimonious explanation of the genotypic means. 
 
APPLYING EPISTATIC DEFINITIONS TO DATA FROM Koch et al. (1985)  
Table 1 shows that none of the definitions revised by Koch et al. (1985), when applied to 
genotypes present at their study, differentiate the amount of epistasis present in F2 from the 
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level present in F3 and presumably in further advanced generations. Note also that there are 
definitions where F1 should show no epistasis while F2 should show it in maximum degree ; in 
others, F1 and F2 have same coefficients.  
 

Recall that : gametes which produce an F1 are of parental types; maximum probability of non-
parental type gametes will be produced by F1 ; and gametes produced by F2 individuals regain 
50% probability of being of parental types and recovering epistatic effects. Hence, 
heterozygosity (H) gives the probability that genes from a given pair originated from different 
breeds. This probability is valid for any two genes, alleles or not. H also informs the expected 
fraction of recombinant gametes produced by a crossbred individual, for any number of loci, 
forms and spatial configurations, with respect to original breeds. This interpretation of H is 
very close to Kinghorn's (1980) epistatic loss and complements Dickerson's (1973) definition 
of recombination loss. 
 

The sire of an individual will produce more gametes of recombinant forms the larger its 
heterozygosity (HS); the same with respect to the gametes produced by its dam (HD). Hence 
epistatic or recombination losses will be proportional to epistazygosity (EI) or the average 
heterozygosity observed on parents, or EI=0.5(HS+HD). EI expresses "maximum relative 
recombination or epistatic loss" and it will be maximum (EI=1.0) when both parents are F1’s. 
Maternal epistazygosity (EM) is the EI from the dam. EI could be though of as a numerical 
interpretation of the definitions from Dickerson (1973) and from Kinghorn (1980). 
 
Table 1. Some genotypes and covariates for epistasis according to the definitions from 
Dickerson (D'73), Kinghorn (K'80), Hill (H'82) and Koch et al. (K'85), as presented in 
Koch et al. (1985); as used by Arthur et al. (1999, A'99); and as defined here 
(EI=0.5(HS+HD) and EM is equal to the EI from the dam when she was born or 
EM=0.5(HSD+HDD)) 
 

 Covariates for epistatic effectsA  
Genotype D'73 K'80 H'82 K'85 A'99 EI EM 
Parental 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
F1 0 ½ 0 ½ ½ 0 0 
Backcrosses ¼  3/8  ¼ 5/8 3/8 ½ 0 
F2 ½  ½  0 ½ ½ 1 0 
F3 ½  ½  0 ½  ½  1 
F4      ½  ½  
A Empty cells indicate genotypes not available in respective studies. 
 
APPLYING EPISTATIC DEFINITIONS TO DATA FROM Rege (1998)  
Rege (1998) collected and meta-analyzed data from 80 reports on crosses between temperate dairy 
breeds and indigenous cattle in the tropics. He reported least-square means for 5 performance traits 
and various genetic compositions in terms of taurus contribution, together with standard errors (se). 
Rutledge (2001) reanalyzed data from Rege (1998) and concluded that “the 100-year effort to 
breed a tropically adapted dairy cow from a zebu-taurus base failed, not because of lack of effort or 
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tenacity or faulty methodology, but because recombination between incompatible genetic 
interaction systems caused too great a load on the crossbred generations”.  
 
Data from Rege (1998) is presented in Table 2. Data from high grade crosses (15/16 and 31/32) are 
not used due to relatively large standard errors. Genotype F4 had the same problem but then there 
is a genuine interest in being able to predict advanced generations. 
 
Table 2. Some genotypes analyzed by Rege (1988), with genetic composition (%taurus), 
covariates for individual (HI), sire (HS), and dam (HD) heterozygosities and for epistasis 
according to the definitions from Dickerson (D'73) and as defined here (EI=0.5(HS+HD), 
lactational milk yield (MY, in kg) and standard error of MY   
 

Genotype %taurusA HI HS HD EI D’73 MY (kg) se (kg) 
0 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 1,322 46.7 

1/8 ~0.125 0.25 0.00 0.50 0.25 0.1875 1,637 153.5 
1/4 ~0.25 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.2500 1,709 68.7 
3/8 ~0.375 0.50 1.00 0.50 0.75 0.4375 1,766 98.9 

1/2(F1) 0.500 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 2,195 30.1 
5/8 ~0.625 0.50 1.00 0.50 0.75 0.4375 2,046 78.9 
3/4 ~0.75 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.2500 2,179 43.5 
7/8 ~0.875 0.25 0.00 0.50 0.25 0.1875 2,243 83.0 
1 1.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 2,420 59.1 

F2 ~0.5 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.5000 1,725 105.1 
F3 ~0.5 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.5000 1,860 177.4 
F4 ~0.5 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.5000 2,659 357.7 

A when one parent is not pure, the expectation of the genetic composition is used.  
 
Rege (1998) used an ordinary polynomial (linear and quadratic terms) in %taurus to explain his 14 
data points and reported a R2 of 0.82. When the same is done here, using a weighted least squares 
procedure on the above 12 points, R2 is 0.8788. If heterozygosity of the cow (HI) is added to the 
model, R2 is 0.9759. If to this model the covariate for recombination loss (D’73) is added, R2 is 
again 0.9759. This is caused by an exact [ D’73 = 4*(1-%taurus)*(%taurus) – HI ] linear 
dependency and no unique solution is possible. Piccoli et al. (2002) also found that the 
addition of complementarity (additive*additive interactions) to the model greatly reduced the 
magnitude of the estimates of heterosis, indicating that what is estimated as heterosis under the 
additive-dominance model may in fact be due to a non-linear additive effect. If to this same 
model (linear and quadratic terms for %taurus and heterozygosity) the covariate for 
epistazygosity (EI) is added, R2 reaches 0.9811.If a simpler benchmark is used, then it is 
possible to obtain a comparison between the two covariates for epistasis: the base model would 
contain only the linear term for %taurus and heterozygosity. When adding D’73, R2 is still 
0.9759; when adding EI, R2 is 0.9797. In both models, the estimate of heterosis would be 
practically the same: 329 kg. The estimates for epistasis from these models would be: -
354 117 kg from the D’73 model and -208 59 kg from the EI model.  ± ±
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Further research is needed to ascertain that, correspondingly to what happens with heterosis, 
epistasis, estimated by epistazygosity, is determined/proportional to: (1) H on the parents; (2) 
trait being considered; (3) genetic distances between breeds involved (hence the necessity for 
proper decompositions); (4) selection practiced and gene frequencies for the herds/populations 
involved; and (5) interactions of epistasis with the environment.  
 
CONCLUSION 
Epistazygosity should be considered as a numerical interpretation of recombination/epistatic 
loss definitions and as one possible candidate to estimate epistasis. Epistazygosity is easy to 
code because it is a simple function of heterozygosity from parents, which should be recorded 
anyway. Maybe the best advantage from epistazygosity is that it can be obtained just by 
following simple and strict rules without any margins for interpretation. The same rules used to 
decompose heterozygosity can be used to decompose epistazygosity. Remaining problem: 
interaction losses between uniting gametes are confounded with heterotic effects. 
 

Implications to genetic evaluation models for cross/multibreed populations. Identifying 
genetically superior animals across time, continents and breeds may be the final objective of 
evaluation programs and consortiums. Interbull is well advanced with this aim for important dairy 
cattle breeds. The need and proposals to run evaluations across beef breeds do exist and are based 
on combining data from crossbreeding experiments and commercial populations, from 
contemporary crossbred and purebred animals. One way to handle this kind of data is to preadjust 
for heterozygosities. It is possible to decompose heterozygosities to better estimate heterosis 
according to genetic groups and distances. What is needed next is to obtain estimates of epistatic 
effects according to epistazygosities. These coefficients of epista-tic effects can be decomposed 
according to large groups (e.g. British, continental, dual-purpose, milking, sanga, crioulos and 
indicus) in a manner similar to the one used to decom-pose heterozygosities. This decomposition 
will add benefits in accuracy of genetic evaluations. 
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